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ABSTRACT
Despite the plethora of financial services and products on the market nowadays, there is a lack of such services and products designed especially for the low-wage population. Approximately 30% of the U.S. working population engage in low-wage work, and many of them lead a paycheck-to-paycheck lifestyle. Financial planning advice needs to explicitly address their financial instability. In this paper, we propose a system of data mining techniques on small-scale transactions data to improve automatic and personalized financial planning advice to low-wage workers. We propose robust methods for accurate prediction of bank account balances and automatic extraction of recurring transactions and unexpected large expenses. We formulate a hybrid method consisting of historical data averaging and a regularized regression framework for prediction. To uncover recurring transactions, we use a heuristic approach that capitalizes on transaction descriptions. Our methods achieve higher performance compared to conventional approaches and state-of-the-art predictive methods in real financial transactions data. The proposed methods will upgrade the functionalities in WageGoal, Neighborhood Trust Financial Partners’ web-based application that provides budgeting and cash flow management services to a user base comprising mostly low-income individuals. The proposed methods will therefore have a direct impact on the individuals who are or will be connected to the product.

1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Low-wage workers make up a large portion of the working population, and need the most help in financial planning. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics defines low-wage work according to three hourly-wage levels [13]:

- $(9.25)$ to lift family of two above poverty line,
- $(10.75)$ to lift family of three above poverty line,
- $(13.50)$ to lift family of three to 125% of poverty line,

where the corresponding wages in 2013 are in parenthesis. Approximately 15,000,000 U.S. workers earned up to $9.25/hr and 36,000,000 earned up to $13.50/hr in 2013. These are equivalent to 12.63% and 29.54% of the U.S. working population respectively. To put the wages into perspective, $13.50/hr amounts to a monthly income of just over $2000, while the median rent for one-bedroom apartments across 50 major U.S. cities is already $1200 [9].

Many low-income households live paycheck-to-paycheck, at risk of financial instability in the event of medical, job or other unforeseen emergencies when they are forced to take up loans and in the process incur additional charges. Reference [24] reports that the largest U.S. banks charged $11.6 billion in overdraft and insufficient fund fees in 2015, of which a significant portion is attributed to the poor. To make matters worse, the average debit charge triggering such fees is $24, while the typical overdraft fee is $35.

The poor are affected by obstacles including high cost of personalized financial services, lack of suitable banking services [4], and hassle of seeking financial services [21]. We hope to alleviate these obstacles through data-driven solutions. In this paper, we propose a system of data mining techniques to improve automatic and personalized financial planning advice to low-wage workers. We work with anonymized checking, savings, and credit card account transactions data. User identification information such as age, gender, and size of household is not used. We also work in the small data scenario where low-income individuals may not have a long banking history due to the aforementioned obstacles.

This work is motivated by use cases for Neighborhood Trust Financial Partners’ WageGoal app which caters primarily to
low-income individuals [23]. Figure 1 contains screenshots illustrating some current functionalities such as giving a cash flow snapshot of the user’s income, bills and expenses, and helping with cash flow management. As illustrated in Figure 2, our main contributions are to propose methods for:

- Short- and long-term prediction of bank account balances with improved accuracy;
- Automatic extraction of recurring transactions and unexpected large expenses.

The functionalities inform users about their possible future spending behavior so that they have enough time to adjust and to save up for emergencies. The main difficulties of these tasks originate from the multifaceted nature of transactions data. A user’s spending depends on individual needs and historical spending, but can also exhibit patterns similar to other users. Moreover, salary, bills and other recurring transactions provide characteristic features of a user’s spending behavior, but these cyclic patterns can be noisy and inconsistent at times. Our methods address these difficulties by both effectively mining a user’s recurring transactions and borrowing strength from the spending patterns of other users. We tested on two real financial transactions datasets, one is a smaller dataset from actual WageGoal users, and the other is a larger publicly available dataset from PKDD’99 Discovery Challenge. Our methods achieve higher performance compared to conventional approaches and state-of-the-art prediction methods on both datasets.

We differentiate the proposed functionalities from those already offered by personal finance apps on the market [10]. The apps mainly track cash flow and provide simple budgeting tools, such as calculating an average daily “spendable” amount based on a user’s income and saving goal. For low-wage workers whose bank balance can hover dangerously around zero, more accurate estimates and finer-grained financial analysis are necessary.

2. TRANSACTIONS DATA: OVERVIEW

The WageGoal app collects users’ transactions through authorized accounts using a third-party service Plaid [25]. Each transaction is associated with an account ID, date, description or merchant name, amount and category. Table 1 shows a sample snippet of the transactions captured. There are a total of 11 categories, namely Bank Fees, Cash Advance, Community, Food and Drink, Healthcare, Interest, Payment, Recreation, Service, Shops, and Travel. Uncategorized transactions are labeled NA. In the WageGoal Dataset, 28% of the transactions are uncategorized. The category labels are provided through Plaid and we do not attempt to address the problem of missing labels in this paper. Daily account balances are retrospectively calculated from current balances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>$</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6/22/2016</td>
<td>IKEA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Shops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6/22/2016</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6/24/2016</td>
<td>Starbucks</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Food &amp; Drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6/24/2016</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6/24/2016</td>
<td>Direct Deposit</td>
<td>-1000</td>
<td>Transfer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: WageGoal Dataset: Examples of transactions data.
In transactions, there can be significant jitter in the periodicity for recurring transactions such as payments due to differences in the number of days each month and the presence of holidays. Moreover, just using numerical values is insufficient to identify recurring transactions since there is substantial noise, and this is especially so for recurring transactions with small dollar amounts. Manually constructing and maintaining a complete biller’s list for each user’s recurring transactions is ideal but tedious. Hence in this paper, we propose a procedure that automatically identifies possible recurring transactions that takes into account the inconsistent nature of transactions and better distinguish between transactions through their textual descriptions.

### 4. TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

We propose methods that use transactions data as described in Section 2. The main challenges of working with transactions data versus conventional numerical time series are the presence of:

- Text description for each transaction;
- Multiple noisy and inconsistent periodic patterns;
- Spikes in spending.

#### 4.1 Prediction of account balances

We predict account balances up to 31 days ahead to encompass two semimonthly paydays to give users sufficient time and information to plan their finances. We propose a historical averaging method \( \text{HistAvg} \) for short-term prediction and accounts with minimal transactions, and a regularized least squares method \( \text{SubseqLS} \) for long-term prediction of accounts with distinct cyclic patterns. To effectively address the nuances in modeling different account types, we further propose a hybrid method \( \text{HistAvg-SubseqLS} \) where the first \( \tau \) days are predicted by \( \text{HistAvg} \) and the rest by \( \text{SubseqLS} \).

#### 4.1.1 HistAvg
HistAvg predicts daily spending and is adapted from the current implementation in WageGoal. The original version uses a biller’s list for bills, while we use recurring transactions found by our proposed procedure in Section 4.2. Predicting spending using past three months’ transactions follows:

1. Remove recurring charges and top 10% of transactions;
2. Calculate daily basic spending as the average amount spent daily according to the remaining transactions;
3. Estimate future spending as the sum of daily basic spending and any recurring charge on that day.

Top 10% of transactions are excluded since these are typically rare purchases. Finally, the account balance is the sum of the previous day’s balance and the estimated spending.

### 4.1.2 SubseqLS

We assume that a similar balance history implies a similar future save for some “anomalies”. This motivates us to make use of all historical data across users for prediction.

SubseqLS predicts one-day ahead by first setting the target account’s balance sequence from the immediate past as the length-\(L\) query vector \(Y\). It then selects \(M\) balance sequences \(\{f^{(m)}\}_{m=1}^{M}\) that are similar to \(Y\) in its first \(L_1\) values from historical balances of all users. Finally, it determines the best weights for the \(M\) sequences to match \(Y\). We combine the \(M\) sequences linearly for simplicity of the model, but more flexible combinations are also possible in principle. Essentially, for account \(A\) of user \(U\), we consider

\[
Y_t = a_0 + \sum_{m=1}^{M} a_m \left[ h_{A,U} \left( f^{(m)} \right) \right]_t
\]

for some transformation \(h_{A,U}\) and estimate the coefficients \(a\) for a good prediction performance. Weights determined in traditional KNN regression methods tend to overfit to the query and are not robust to “anomalies”, so we regularize.

Let \(t\) be the current date, and \(S = 31\) be the number of days to predict. We set \(L = 31\) so that \(Y\) is sufficiently long to capture most recurring transactions. To recap notations, \(Y = [Y_t, \ldots, Y_t+L]^{T}\) is the query for some account \(A\) of some user \(U\), and \(Y_{t+1}\) is the \(s\)-day ahead balance to be predicted. Each selected sequence \(f^{(m)} = [f^{(m)}_t, \ldots, f^{(m)}_{t+L+S}]^{T}\) is \(L + S\) in length. We use DTW distance with window = 2 to measure sequence similarity to allow slight misalignments, and iteratively find each \(f^{(m)}\) using the fast search in [20]. We then locally expand or contract the sequences to adjust for temporal variations through function \(h_{A,U}\), which aligns each \(f^{(m)}\) to a template of payday events, since paydays mark the start of cyclic spending patterns. Payday estimation is described in Section 4.2. Denoting the aligned sequence as \(\tilde{f}^{(m)} = [\tilde{f}^{(m)}_{t-L+1}, \ldots, \tilde{f}^{(m)}_{t+L}]^{T} = \tilde{f}^{(m)} = h_{A,U} \left( f^{(m)} \right)\), the first subsequence with length \(L\) is used to match \(Y\), and the second with length \(S\) is used for prediction. Note that \(\tilde{f}^{(m)}\) may not be observed at time \(t\) but is just matched to \(Y_t\).

We outline SubseqLS algorithm for one-day ahead prediction below. All sequences mentioned are standardized.

1. Set query vector \(Y\) consisting of user \(A\)’s daily balance from \(t - L + 1\) to \(t\).
2. Find \(M\) sequences \(\{f^{(m)}\}_{m=1}^{M}\) of length \(L + S\) most similar to \(Y\) in DTW distance in the first \(L_1\) values.
3. Create a template of indicators marking user \(U\)’s paycheck deposits into account \(A\) between \(t - L + 1\) and \(t + S\), with magnitude being the paycheck values. Set \(h_{A,U}\) to be the function that aligns any sequence to this template by DTW.
4. Align each \(f^{(m)}\) such that \(\tilde{f}^{(m)} = h_{A,U} \left( f^{(m)} \right)\).
5. Estimate \(\beta_0\) and nonnegative \(\beta\) coefficients which minimize the following objective

\[
\sum_{\ell=t-L+1}^{t} w_{\ell} \left( Y_{\ell} - \tilde{f}^{(m)}_{\ell} \right)^{2} + \lambda \lVert D \beta \rVert^{2},
\]

where \(X_t = [\tilde{f}^{(1)}_{t}, \ldots, \tilde{f}^{(M)}_{t}]^{T}\), \(D_{t,\ell} = \lvert \tilde{f}^{(1)}_{t} - \tilde{f}^{(1)}_{\ell} \rvert\) and obtain \(\hat{\beta}_0\) and \(\hat{\beta}\).
6. Estimate \(\hat{Y}_{t+1} = \hat{\beta}_0 + [\tilde{f}^{(1)}_{t+1}, \ldots, \tilde{f}^{(M)}_{t+1}]^{T}\hat{\beta}\).

Aligning in Step 4 is an essential adjustment for temporal variations of matched sequences. Figure 4 shows how this preserves the exact cyclic pattern of \(Y\).

We set \(L_1 = 20\) in Step 2 so that similarity matching is done on a sufficiently long sequence with at least one semi-monthly pay period. We let \(L_1 < L\) to eliminate sequences in \(\{f^{(m)}\}_{m=1}^{M}\) which do not consistently match \(Y\) in Step 5. Matrix \(D\) also penalizes \(\beta\) based on anomalous predictions of each \(f^{(m)}\). Weight \(w_{\ell}\) is 1 if \(\ell \leq L_1\), 5 if \(L_1 < \ell < L\) and 10 if \(\ell = L\) to emphasize more accurate estimation of the tail of \(Y\) which is closer to the start of prediction.

### 4.2 Extraction of recurring transactions and unexpected large expenses

We propose a procedure to automatically extract recurring transactions in each account, which include bills and periodic behavior such as salary, recurring money transfer, and grocery shopping. They are split into monthly, semimonthly, biweekly and weekly frequency. For spending category \(C\), for each transaction and frequency, we look for past transactions with similar descriptions satisfying the frequency constraint. Figure 5 shows the procedure for monthly charges. We start with all transactions within a 7-day window, denoted \(A_t\). We backtrack by 31 days and retrieve all transactions in a...
window that have descriptions similar to those in \( A_t \). We repeat till we obtain 4 windows of transactions to ensure that the remaining transactions identified in the last window indeed have the desired frequency.

For monthly and semimonthly charges, we use a 7-day window to accommodate differing month lengths, and use a 2-day window otherwise to accommodate small spending shifts due to holidays, etc. To compare descriptions, we use the Python \texttt{difflib} module \cite{difflib} to iteratively find the longest contiguous matching subsequences excluding junk elements, with a similarity threshold ratio of 0.75 to accommodate insignificant differences such as dates and reference numbers.

To predict the next occurrence of a monthly transaction, we estimate the date as the last observed transaction date plus one month, and the amount as the historical average. We do similarly for semimonthly, biweekly and weekly transactions.

We further use the recurring transactions to find unexpected or anomalous large expenses. On each user’s transactions:

- Remove all recurring transactions;
- Retain unique transactions in remaining top 10%.

The results are pooled across all users, and the list of expenses displayed to a user can be personalized depending on their characteristics (e.g., car owner, a person with children).

5. **EMPIRICAL EVALUATION**

5.1 **Data Description**

Since WageGoal is a relatively new app, the dataset collected is limited in terms of the number of users and the length of usage. We hence include an additional financial dataset from the PKDD’99 Discovery Challenge. We note that the PKDD’99 Dataset is not specific to low-wage workers.

5.1.1 **WageGoal Dataset**

This dataset is collected from 19 individuals, with approximately one year’s worth of financial transactions from June 21, 2016, to June 16, 2017, in checking, savings, and credit card accounts. There are a total of 52 accounts of which 16 are checking, 19 are savings, and 17 are other accounts including credit cards. Each line item in the data includes date, description, amount, category and final account balance as described in Section 2. The one year’s worth of data is split into a training period of nine months and a testing period of three months. All users have semimonthly income.

5.1.2 **PKDD’99 Dataset**

This is a publicly available dataset of real anonymized bank transactions from January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1998 \cite{pkdd99}. We test here the scenario of long historical data and retain the 2263 accounts with at least four years of data. Accounts have sparse transactions with a maximum of 52.479 per year, so we consider weekly instead of daily balances. Training and testing periods are 4.5 and 1.5 years respectively. Each line item includes date and amount. No information on description and category is provided, and hence this dataset is not used to evaluate any other task besides prediction.

5.2 **Prediction of account balances**

From the test set, 25 length-31 sequences are randomly chosen for prediction. We compute two different error measures:

- MAE (Mean Absolute Error), the average absolute difference between true and predicted account balances;
- Average difference in dollar amounts between true and predicted balances when the former becomes negative.

The point in time at which balances become negative is of special interest because penalty fees will start being charged. We use only the first error measure on the PKDD’99 dataset, the second is not applicable because true account balances in the PKDD’99 dataset are unknown and we arbitrarily set all account balances to start at 0. To calculate the error measures, we scale all accounts to have variance equal to 100 so that they contribute approximately equally.

We compare the performance of the individual methods HistAvg and SubseqLS, the hybrid HistAvg-SubseqLS, as well as Prophet, ARMA, NearestNeighbor and KNN averaging. Prophet is a state-of-the-art forecasting method from Facebook \cite{prophet}, that uses a regression model to fit a linear trend, and incorporates weekly seasonality and holiday effects by marking them through indicator variables. We used paydays in lieu of holiday effects. ARMA is a well-established model for stationary stochastic processes \cite{arma}, and we implemented ARMA with parameters found through the \texttt{statsmodels} module using default arguments \cite{statsmodels}. K-Nearest Neighbor is a popular nonparametric approach that is flexible and applied widely in diverse domains such as traffic flow and energy \cite{knn1,knn2}. In NearestNeighbor, only the top matched sequence to the query is used by directly taking the value immediately after the match as the one-day-ahead prediction, and in KNN averaging, the top 10 matched sequences are used and the one-day-ahead prediction is the average of the values immediately after all 10 matches.

5.2.1 **Prediction with WageGoal Dataset**

The WageGoal Dataset is split into two types of accounts, those with paycheck income transactions (20 accounts), and those without (32 accounts). The former demonstrates more pronounced cyclic pattern as in Figure 6 and 7. The training set is used to optimize the number of matches \( M \) and penalty parameter \( \lambda \) in SubseqLS by cross-validation and also to determine the switching parameter \( \tau \) for HistAvg-SubseqLS. Search range for \( M \) is in multiples of 5 between 5 and 25, \( \lambda \) values are between 0 and 10, and \( \tau \) values are integers between 0 and 31. For paycheck accounts, \( M_{\text{pay}} = 10 \) and \( \tau_{\text{pay}} = 3 \). For non-paycheck accounts,
M_{nopay} = 5 and \( \tau_{nopay} = 31 \), meaning HistAvg-SubseqLS reduces to HistAvg. Parameter \( \lambda \) is determined individually for each account and hence not reported here.

Table 2 shows the test results. HistAvg-SubseqLS almost always performs the best, and is otherwise a close second. Figure 8 plots the average absolute difference between the actual and predicted account balance across time. Paycheck account balances tend to have pronounced semi-monthly patterns starting with a sharp increase at payday followed by a decrease to pre-payday levels. These cyclic patterns sometimes perpetuate through historical data and are shared across users, which make sequence-matching suitable. SubseqLS benefited from regularization in this small dataset because not all top matches were close matches. KNN, in contrast, had average prediction error at least 50 times higher than all other methods. In Figure 8a, SubseqLS maintained almost consistent error across time, while other methods had higher errors predicting further ahead. Due to the regression formulation, SubseqLS focuses on modeling overall trend instead of next-day prediction. Weights \( w \) provides some balance, but are difficult to tune. In Figure 8a, HistAvg had the best short-term predictions as its next-day prediction is designed to be close to the current observation.

Non-paycheck accounts are mostly used for savings and occasional purchases. Common transactions include spare change saved through bank programs. The lack of prominent structures in balance sequences resulted in poor matches found for NearestNeighbor, KNN and SubseqLS. As in Figure 8a, HistAvg performed the best by making conservative predictions. The switching parameter \( \tau_{nopay} \) let HistAvg-SubseqLS use HistAvg for 3 days before switching to SubseqLS, thereby attaining the lowest errors in both short- and long-term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>Error in amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HistAvg</td>
<td>11.417</td>
<td>7.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubseqLS</td>
<td>7.905</td>
<td>5.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HistAvg-SubseqLS</td>
<td>6.790</td>
<td>5.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophet</td>
<td>9.534</td>
<td>7.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMA</td>
<td>7.941</td>
<td>6.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NearestNeighbor</td>
<td>19.126</td>
<td>11.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>1105.719</td>
<td>88.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Paycheck accounts

Table 3: PKDD’99 Dataset: Account balance prediction errors averaged across 25 length-31 test samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAE Mean</th>
<th>MAE Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HistAvg</td>
<td>12.245</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubseqLS</td>
<td>7.017</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophet</td>
<td>7.794</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMA</td>
<td>7.967</td>
<td>0.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NearestNeighbor</td>
<td>9.243</td>
<td>0.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>8.012</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: PKDD’99 Dataset: Account balance prediction errors averaged across 25 length-31 test samples.

5.2.2 Prediction with PKDD’99 Dataset

Balances exhibit cyclic patterns as in Figure 9 just like WageGoal paycheck account balances. Since transaction descriptions and categories are not available, we cannot extract any recurring transaction for HistAvg, SubseqLS, and Prophet. We also do not report HistAvg-SubseqLS, since HistAvg, being reliant on good estimates of recurring transactions, is heavily handicapped in this setup and does not benefit the hybrid approach.

In each iteration of the experiment, we randomly select 52 accounts to predict. We present test results across eight iterations in Table 3. Figure 10 plots the average absolute difference between the actual and predicted account balance across time. Solid lines are the mean across all iterations, and the shaded regions are the 25th to 75th percentile. Results mirror those in Section 5.2.1 that SubseqLS performs the best in long-term predictions, showing it is consistent across different scenarios and dataset sizes. Furthermore, in this larger dataset, SubseqLS achieved low errors in short-term predictions as well. Larger data benefit sequence-matching methods since more close matches are available. For instance, KNN’s performance for the PKDD’99 Dataset is also much higher than that for the WageGoal Dataset.

5.3 Extraction of recurring transactions and unexpected large expenses

From the test set of the WageGoal Dataset, 25 dates are randomly picked. For each date, we extract recurring trans-
actions prior to the date, and predict the dates for their next occurrence. A transaction is correctly extracted if the prediction is within 5 days of the true date. We evaluate the quality of the extraction procedure by:

- Average number of true recurring transactions extracted per user;
- Precision, i.e., proportion of recurring transactions extracted that is true;
- Average error in days for the predicted dates at which recurring transactions next occur.

We compare the performance of our proposed procedure with an extraction method utilizing transaction descriptions and category labels. The competing method flags a transaction as recurring if the description contains the word ‘recurring’ or if the category label contains the following keywords: ‘bill pay’, ‘payroll’, 'service - insurance' and 'service - subscription’. These rules are manually formulated based on close inspection of the dataset.

As in Table 4, the proposed method identified a larger number of true recurring transactions and with higher precision. Despite extracting more than double the number of true recurring transactions, the proposed method was only half a day worse on average in predicting the next transaction date. We combine the recurring transactions found by both methods above and use them to obtain a list of unexpected large expenses. Some examples of their approximate costs are shown in Table 5. We provided only a single value for each cost, but given observations of the expense from more users, a range or empirical distribution will be appropriate.

### 6. SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT

Our system will upgrade and replace existing models in WageGoal, and therefore have a direct and near-immediate impact on the low-income individuals connected to the product. The enhancements will help users manage their volatile cash flow, capitalize on opportunities for debt reduction and savings, obtain greater overall financial health and stay out of poverty. Strategic partnerships will help Neighborhood Trust further penetrate relevant markets in the coming years, eventually reaching many tens of thousands of clients nationwide through its technology platforms.

Robust tracking systems are in place to measure the outcomes. Results will be shared as appropriate via Neighborhood Trust’s network of financial empowerment providers and other interested stakeholders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House cleaning service</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car repair</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student loan</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: WageGoal Dataset: Examples of unexpected large expenses.
7. CONCLUSION
We proposed a system of data mining techniques to predict and analyze spending behaviors. Future work includes improving the predictive models by incorporating additional individual- and group-level information, providing early and enhanced visibility for users into their financial health, and automatically generating personalized recommendations for improving financial stability. Depending on deployment feedback, other improvements will be considered as necessary.
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